
Sand Stone Ashtabhuja Maa
Durga on Tiger Statue 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01363
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue
Tags: Maa Durga Idol, Maa Durga Moorti, Maa Durga
Murti, Maa Durga Statue, Maa Durga Statue for Home,
Maa Durga Stone Statue Manufacture, Stone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description

The earthy color and distressed finish of the "Astabhuja Maa Durga statue" is the
perfect decor piece for any interior theme, objectifying a classic religious statement,
allowing you to arrange however you like. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension
(HWL):  12 x 8 x 4 inch Position: Sitting Height: 1 ft Some features featuring the
notable statue:

The above statue is the effigy of "Maa Durga", who is associated with motherhood,
protection, strength, and war.
A motherly figure is usually depicted riding a lion, with eight arms each carrying different
weapons.
Stone carving is a job, done with proficient hands to give a formless rock to a lifelike effigy,
or whatever finish is required. As the above work of art is a creation by the adroitness of
artisans of Odisha.

Jagadamba: Mother of the universe

The word Durga is formed from two words "Dur" & "Gam", which means a fort that is
difficult to pass through. Goddess Durga protects the world just like a fort protects its
empire.
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She emerged only to kill a demon named Mahishashura who causes chaos in all three
worlds with the immortal power he got from Lord Bramha.
 Lord Vishnu, Shiva,  Bramha, and other gods united and transformed their energy into a
shape of women of divine appearance which is powerful enough to vanquish the demon.
With a nine-day long battle carried away between them and the tenth day, she flung her
trident which dropped the demon dead at her feet.
The nine-day long festival is celebrated as Navami and the tenth was Vijay Dashami to
rejoice in the win of good over evil.

Complement your ambiance with the weathered sculpture:

Vaastu recommends the southeast corner for the placement of the Goddess Durga's idol at
home/office.
To show off the art piece to its full potential, place it on a heightened table in your
entryway/foyer/hallway/gallery.
You can put it on the bookshelf or the accent shelving unit, this allows everyone to admire
it more easily.
Go one step further to showcase it on a floating shelve above your sofa, windowed cabinet,
or patio using your imagination.
"Giving begins at home and extends beyond the home" with the above decorative stone
exchange message of love, motherhood, and trust among your friends and families.

Seek the blessing of Maa Durga by keeping the  sacred idol:

Goddess Durga alleviates the malicious effects of the mercury planet of your horoscope.
Her worshiper always bestowed with peace, prosperity, and material wealth.
Lead a completely happy and healthy life with her grace and blessing.

Ensure your artwork retain their beauty with proper care:

Sculpture made out of Sandstone provides timeless benefits like weather-resistant, slip-
resistant, and durability.
Start with the gentlest cleaning method of wiping the exterior, with a clean dry cloth to
remove the dust and dirt.
A monthly cleaning will keep the decorative stone looking at its best.
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